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RESUMEN
Sensores: De los biosensores a la nariz electrónica.
Los recientes avances en los sistemas de sensores han per-
mitido el desarrollo de nuevas aplicaciones en muchos campos
tecnológicos. Este artículo de revisión describe el estado actual
de esta nueva tecnología, con especial énfasis en las aplicacio-
nes alimentarias. El diseño, la tecnología y el mecanismo senso-
rial de cada tipo de sensor son analizados en el artículo. También
se describen las principales características de la nariz y la lengua
electrónica (sensores de sabor). Finalmente, se describe breve-
mente el uso de algunos procedimientos estadísticos en sistemas
de sensores. 
PALABRAS-CLAVE: Athe nálisis sensorial – Biosensores -
Nariz electrónica – Sensores. 
SUMMARY
Sensors: From Biosensors to the Electronic Nose.
The recent advances in sensor devices have allowed the
developing of new applications in many technological fields. This
review describes the current state-of-the-art of this sensor
technology, placing special emphasis on the food applications.
The design, technology and sensing mechanism of each type of
sensor are analysed. A description of the main characteristics of
the electronic nose and electronic tongue (taste sensors) is also
given. Finally, the applications of some statistical procedures in
sensor systems are described briefly. 
KEY-WORDS: Biosensors – Electronic nose – Sensors –Sen-
sory analysis. 
1. INTRODUCTION
For ages, there has been much interest in the
design of devices for the sensing of food flavour. The
devices, or instruments, are claimed to operate on
principles similar, in many aspects, to the human
olfactory system. Today, the methodologies devoted
to the sensory assessment of foodstuffs are based
on either the classical panels of trained human
beings or the analysis of some chemical compounds by
headspace-gas chromatography (-mass spectrometry)
or the global evaluation of the odour intensity of
volatile compounds by the emergent sensor
technologies. 
The experts’ panel, usually the only official
method for the sensory evaluation, allows the
sensory qualification of foodstuffs by their own
potential consumers, as well as the evaluation of all
the sensory perceptions in only one analysis. It has,
however, the great disadvantage of being a lengthy
and expensive methodology whose final result
depends on many factors as, for example, the
panellists’ training and the specific vocabulary used
in the sensory analysis.
An alternative method is the identification and
quantification of the chemical compounds
responsible for the sensory perceptions. Non-volatile
compounds are mainly focused on phenolic
compounds and aglycons, responsible for tasting
perceptions (astringent, bitter and pungent) (Morales
and Tsimidou 2000), while volatile compounds are
responsible for the aroma of foodstuffs (Aparicio et
al. 1996). The first set of compounds is quantified by
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
(Montedoro et al. 1992) while the quantification of
volatile compounds can be carried out by various
analytical techniques (Morales et al. 1992). The latter
can be summarised as:
1. those not involving concentration:
•  direct injection.
•  static headspace
2. those with concentration-distillation. 
•  simultaneous distillation-extraction.
•  dynamic headspace/purge-and-trap.
•  supercritical fluid extraction.
•  solid phase micro extraction
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The usefulness of these techniques in sensory
analysis is based on the fact that volatile compounds
are responsible for the foodstuff odours. Thus, an
interesting approach has been carried out in virgin
olive oil to establish the relationships between
volatile compounds and flavour (Aparicio et al. 1996),
and between phenols and taste (Morales and
Tsimidou 2000) using the mathematical algorithm of
the statistical sensory wheel (Aparicio et al. 1994).
These techniques can assess the sensory quality
routine tests but cannot be used on-line because
they are time-consuming and they previously need of
a sample pre-treatment or a volatile concentration
phase.
An alternative, recently developed, is the use of
sensors that have been widely used in many fields of
analytical chemistry. Conceptually speaking, this kind
of sensor is a device that is able to give a signal
proportional to the physical or chemical property to
which the device responds (Kress-Rogers 1997); for
example, the sensors transduce the signals
produced by magnetic, thermal and chemical fields.
Based on these facts, the most common definition is
that a sensor is a single transducer in which, due to a
physical effect, a complete transduction process
takes place (Middelhoek 2000). The electronic
integration of various sensors inside one set
constitutes an array of sensors, or the so-called
electronic nose, that is the kind of low cost structure
habitually used to analyse the aroma of the
foodstuffs.
The sensors have some advantages over other
cited techniques. They do not use reagents or need
of any kind of pre-treatment, they have good levels of
sensitivity and specificity, and besides they are rapid
supplying results to the analyst. This is a
non-destructive technique that can be used in an on
line quality control during the manufacturing process.
But sensors have obviously disadvantages mainly
focused on the reproducibility, recovery, and the
effect that humidity and temperature have on the
sensor responses. The analysis of these aspects,
advantages and disadvantages of the sensor
technologies, together with the applications of the
different kinds of sensors in food science are the
objectives of this review. Finally, there is a schematic
analysis of the mathematical procedures used to
analyse the sensor results as well as the application
fields and the references.
2. SENSORY QUALITY
Sensory quality consists on a set of quality
attributes, that can be detected through sense
organs, like appearance, size and shape, colour,
viscosity, kinesthetic sensations, tactile sensations,
and chemesthetic sensations (stimuli elicited from
some chemical irritants), odour and taste (Angerosa
2000). Colour and flavour are, however, the
sensations that mainly contribute to food
acceptability by consumers (Morales and Tsimidou
2000) or when monitoring food industry processes
(Table I). Flavour is a complex sensation consisting
primarily of odour and taste, but is complemented by
tactile and kinesthetic sensations (Reineccious
1993). The importance of flavour in the global
sensory quality lies in the fact that it plays a crucial
role in food recognition, selection, acceptance and
nutrition, as it is partly responsible for aiding the
digestion of food humans (Ensor 1989).
The main human sensor contributing to flavour is
the olfaction system that detects the odorant
compounds. The basic characteristics of odorant
molecules are to have low relative molecular masses
(up to approximately 300 Da), to be small and polar,
and also to be hydrophobic (Craven et al. 1996). In
the nasal mucus, there are small odourant binding
proteins (OBPs) that accommodate the hydrophobic
molecules in solution (Breer 1997). The OBPs work
as binders of the odourant compounds and starters
of the transduction reaction. After crossing the
mucus layer, the odourants reach the chemosensory
ciliary membrane of the olfactory neuron in which the
G-receptor proteins are located (Gardner and
Bartlett 1994). More than 100 million olfactory cells
with these receptor proteins are inside the olfactory
epithelium. The receptors interact with odourant
molecules and generate a second set of messengers
that cause excitation in the neurones. The signal is
processed in the olfactory bulb and then the
information is transmitted to the limbic system where
the associations between odour information and
recalled memories take place (Keller et al. 1999). The
information of the receptors is also transmitted to the
cerebral cortex where is combined with the taste to
produce the flavour sensation.
On the other hand, the taste receptors are mainly
situated on the tongue surface, over the entire oral
Table I
Application of the sensory panel in different
critical points of the food industry
Monitoring of the food ripening (e.g., wine, cheese)
Quality assurance of the selected raw foods
Monitoring of the cooking processes
Monitoring of the fermentation processes
Monitoring other industrial processes (e.g., flavouring,
 blending, colouring). 
Monitoring the storage of foods and food products
 (e.g., freshness and ageing control) 
Quality assurance of the manufactured food products
Monitoring of the product-packaging interactions
Monitoring of the overall quality of the final food or food product.
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cavity, down the oesophagus and even on the
trachea and larynx. When an appropriate soluble
substance reaches the taste cell, the interaction of
the molecule with the G-receptor protein leads to
chemical changes that result in a neural impulse
(Winquist et al. 1999). The result is the tasting
perception that has four basic tastes (bitter, sweet,
salt and sour) although the sensory assessors are
able to distinguish between dozens of different
tastes, for instance qualifying virgin olive oil (Aparicio
et al. 1994).
3. SENSORS
Today, several commercial sensors are available
on the market besides the great number of prototype
sensors that are being designed by research
institutions year by year. All these types of sensors
exhibit physical and chemical interactions with the
chemical compounds when they flow over, or are in
contact with, the sensors. The choice of sensors is
hence quite large, so that we have classified them
into broad classes following an arborescent
structure. The odour sensors, tasting sensors and
biosensors, constitute the first set. The latter two
groups are the result of a very recent research, and
hence there is not a taxonomic structure for these
sensors yet. The sensors of the former group can
however be clustered into two great groups
according to their working temperature: hot sensors
and cold sensors. The group of the so-called “hot
sensors” mainly clusters the different kinds of metal
oxide gas sensors (based on doped or undoped
semiconductors), while the group of the “cold
sensors” clusters the piezoelectric crystal sensors
(bulk acoustic wave sensors, surface acoustic wave
sensors) and the conducting organic polymer
sensors. Figure 1 shows schematic diagrams of the
main odour sensors while Table II shows the physical
responses of these sensors to the concentration of
volatile compounds. When the analysts work with an
array of sensors of the same class (e.g., metal oxide
gas sensors made with doped plus undoped
semiconductors) or combining different classes (e.g.,
conducting polymer sensors plus piezoelectric
crystal sensors), the resulting instrument is
habitually called “electronic nose”. Furthermore,
Winquist et al. (1999) have recently gone beyond
describing the combination of an electronic nose and
an electronic tongue. 
3.1. Metal oxide semiconductor sensors
(MOS)
These sensors are the most commercially
extended in the sensing systems. They consist of a
ceramic former (tubular or flat) heated by wire and
coated with a metal oxide semiconducting film. For
this reason, they are usually called metal oxide, or
ceramic, gas sensors (Schaller et al. 1998) although
they can also be called Taguchi and Figaro because
of the inventor and the first company respectively.
The oxide coating may be either n-type or p-type
semiconductors. The n-type semiconductor (SnO2,
ZnO, In2O3, WO3, Fe2O3, Ga2O3, TiO2) responds to
oxidising compounds and its thermal or photolytic
excitation results in an excess of electrons that
increases the reactivity with oxidising molecules. The
p-type semiconductor (oxides of nickel or cobalt)
responds to reducing compounds and its excitation
promotes reactions with reducing compounds due to
an electron deficiency in its valence band. These
metal oxides (mostly SnO2, Ga2O3 and TiO2) can also
be doped with metals such as Cu (Zhang and Liu
2000), Pt plus Nb (Comini et al. 2000) and Sb, Bi, Fe,
Au, Cd (Morimitsu et al. 2000), or metal oxides of Co,
Cr, La, Ce (Fukui and Katsuki 2000), Mg, Al (Xu et al.
2000), Ru, Rh and Ir (Lang et al. 2000) among
others. These doping metals help to diminish the
humidity and temperature dependence (Fukui and
Katsuki 2000; Morimitsu et al. 2000), and to improve
the sensitivity and the selectivity (Comini et al. 2000;
Mielle 1996).
Flat MOS sensor Tubular MOS sensor
MOSFET sensor CP sensor
BAW sensor SAW sensor
Figure 1
Schematic diagrams of the main odour sensors: Flat and tubular
metal oxide semiconductor (MOS), metal oxide semiconductor
field effect transistor (MOSFET), conducting polymer (CP), bulk
acoustic wave (BAW) and surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors.
Table II
Physical properties of the sensors described
in the review
Sensor Physical property
Metal-oxide sensors (MOS, MOSFET)
Conducting polymer sensors
Electrochemical sensors






Conductance, intensity and voltage 
Mass and frequency shift
Temperature
Optical properties
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The metal film thickness further classifies sensors
into thin film (6-1000 nm) and thick film (10-300 µm)
sensors. The thickness is only related to the
technique used (physical or chemical vapour
deposition for thin films versus screen printing or
painting depositions for thick films) but also with the
response (faster for thin films), sensitivity (higher for
thin films), and reproducibility (higher for thick films)
and cost (much more low for thick films). The screen-
printing techniques, based on a planar integrated
microelectronic technology, allow obtaining low size
sensors with high performance in various application
fields. Nevertheless, screen-printed ceramic gas
sensors need improvements as lowing the power
consumption, getting best selectivity and facilitating
mounting technology. These aspects are reached
with micromachined metal oxide gas sensors, where
sensitive layer is deposited in a thin dielectric film of
low thermal conductivity, getting isolation between
substrate and gas sensitivity heated area (Simon et
al. 2001).
 The mechanism of sensing of these sensors is
related to the semiconductor behaviour when
exchanging oxygen between the volatiles and the
metal film. In non-operating, when only the carrier
gas (e.g., synthetic air) flows in the sensor chamber,
the oxygen is adsorbed on the surface and inside the
metal coating, filling the sensor lattice vacancies, and
later oxygen attracts free electrons from the
semiconductor material with which the sensor
conductance increases. In operation, when the
interactions between adsorbed volatile molecules
and metal film take place, the conductance
decreases due to the reaction with the adsorbed
oxygen. Two mechanisms, that can occur
simultaneously, have been described in this phase
(Schaller et al. 1998). At relatively low temperatures,
when reducing volatiles compounds are adsorbed on
the surface, the charges are transferred between the
volatiles and adsorbed oxygen. At high temperature,
however, the loaded oxygen reacts with the
adsorbed volatile compounds, and conductance
decrease in a non-linear manner. Zhang and Liu
(2000) have studied the particular cases of NO2 and
CO2 over various transition metals. Furthermore, the
authors have suggested some mechanisms that
produce more oxygen vacancies in the material,
leading to a decrease in the free electron
concentration and an increase in sensitivity of the
material (e.g., the substitution of tin ions for copper
ions).
Recently other measurement parameters have
been studied, in addition to the electrical resistance
change. The temperature drop during the sensing
reaction has been proposed (Liu et al. 2000; Takada
2000). The temperature decrease is caused by a
change in the thermal conductivity of the sensors
and it is related to the reaction between reducing
gases and surface oxygen ad-ions. They have a
working temperature between 200oC and 400oC
(Simon et al. 2001), and the organic volatiles are
completely combusted to water and carbon dioxide
when settles the sensor surface.
These small size sensors are robust, they have a
quite good sensitivity, their signal processing is
simple, and they have a very low cost (Simon et al.
2001). Their sensitivity is, however, affected by
humidity and poisoning materials. Although the
sensors are made of materials relatively resistant to
humidity and ageing, the humidity is still the main
problem as the sensor sensitivity decreases when
humidity increases. Another drawback is the
possibility of the sensor poisoning by sulphur
compounds (e.g. H2S or SOx) that produces the total
or partial irreversible destruction of the sensor.
Sulphur is known as an inhibitor for metal and oxide
catalysts. On metals, sulphur chemisorbs an
unoccupied orbital of the metal via its occupied lone
pair orbital, while, on oxides, sulphur is substituted
for lattice oxygen atoms. This irreversible process
can be caused by the presence of sulphur
compounds or some acids (e.g. acetic) in the
samples, e.g. cheeses, wines, vinegars, cruciferous
vegetables or lampant virgin olive oils. Ethanol also
affects to sensor but only producing a temporary
blinding effect to any other analytes present in the
sample. Other undesirable characteristics of these
sensors are: their slow baseline recovery when
compounds with high molecular weight are
analysed, their high working temperature that makes
them inappropriate in environments containing
flammable chemicals, their poor specificity and
selectivity, and the sensor drift mainly caused by
sensitivity loss. 
Most of the metal-oxide sensors show a
non-linear response to a given chemical compound
or odour. Several attempts to find a satisfactory
Figure 2
Responses of a MOS sensor (Alpha MOS 4000) to virgin olive
oils characterised by different levels of oxidation. Oxidized olive
oil samples were prepared placing virgin olive oil samples in the
beam of an ultraviolet light for different days (0, 3, 8, 12 days).
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relation between the sensor responses and the
analyte concentration or the odour intensity have
been done. The formula R=1/ACα (where, R is the
response intensity, A and α are constant, and C is the
concentration) has been proposed to explain the
sensor response at moderate concentration and
below the saturation level of the sensor (Wilson et al.
2000). Khol et al. (2000) have also expressed the
sensor response as R-R0/R0=K(C)1/2 (where K is a
sensor-dependent constant). Mielle et al. (2000)
have found another relation between the compound
concentration and the sensor response:
R-R0/R0=10(a +b)logC, where “a” and “b” are constants
for each compound.
The application of these sensors has been mainly
focused on the detection of gas leakage, combustible
and toxic gases (Shurmer and Gardner 1992; Xu et
al. 2000; Ménil et al. 2000; Simon et al. 2001) but
their applications on food technology have always
been of relevance. Thus, these sensors have been
applied to detection of volatile compounds of
different foodstuffs as coffee (Gardner et al. 1992),
milk (Sberveglieri et al. 1998), strawberry
(Hirschfelder et al. 1998), juices (Bazemore et al.
1997), meat (Braggins et al. 1999) and edible oils
(Bazzo et al. 1998). Figure 2 shows the responses of
a MOS sensor (AlphaMOS 4000) to virgin olive oils
characterised by different levels of oxidation. 
3.2. Metal oxide semiconductor field-effect
     transistor (MOSFET) sensors
These sensors comprise three layers, a silicon
semiconductor, a silicon oxide insulator and a
catalytic metal (Pd, Pt, Ir, Rh) called the gate
(Schaller et al. 1998). This design corresponds to the
transistors designed by Lundström in 1975
(Middelhoek 2000). This kind of transistors operates
by means of three contacts, two allow the current in
(source) and out (drain), and third acts as the gate
and regulates the current through the transistor.
When a voltage is applied on the gate, an electric
field is generated which affects the transistor
conductivity. If vapour (polar compounds) interacts
with the gate, then the current flowing through the
transistor (sensor) changes and a shift of the
conductance is produced. The interaction between
the vapour and the gate depends on the gate
structure; it can be thin, made of a porous metal film
(6-20 nm), or thick, built with a dense metal film
(100-200 nm). The latter kind of gate (transistor)
works well with vapours containing molecules that
can dissociate hydrogen, because these atoms lead
to a potential change in this kind of transistor. Almost
all kind of compounds, however, respond well when
the gate is thin, due to the probable mechanisms of
voltage shifts described by Lundström et al. (1975;
1990) and Spetz et al. (1992).
MOSFET are robust sensors with low sensitivity
to humidity but whose selectivity and sensitivity can
be affected by the working temperature (75-200 oC),
kind of metal gate (as described) and microstructure
of the catalytic metal. Their robust characteristic
makes them particularly useful in environmental
applications (Spetz et al. 2000). They show good
sensitivity to toxic and flammable substances (Zhao
et al. 2000) and because of their sensitivity to
ethanol they are also used in food cooking,
fermenting, and wine-making processes (Zhao et al.
2000). Finally, these sensors have been used for the
ethylene measurement during fruit ripening process
(Winquist et al. 1990).
3.3. Conducting polymer sensors
Since Diaz et al. (Persaud and Travers 1997)
designed the first polypyrrole sensor, the interest in
conducting polymers (CPs) has increased year by
year. These sensors are made of a broad range of
monomers that are polymerised by chemical or
electrochemical methods. A thin film of polymer is
deposited onto a sensing substrate formed by two
parallel platinum or gold plated electrodes with a
insulating base such as oxidized silicon (Partridge et al.
1996). The most common polymers used in the
synthesis of CPs are polypyrroles, polyanilines,
polytiophenes, butane to decane sulphonic acids,
para-toluenesulphonic acid and its tetra-ethylammonium
salt, sodium monohydrogenosulphate and
tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate (Mielle 1996)
although new polymers are being synthesized to
open these sensors to new applications. Thus,
polymers with a conjugated bonding system are
being now used due to the excellent electrical
characteristics of these materials for microelectronic
device manufacturing (Rella et al. 2000). Sensors
based on aniline and derivates can be doped at
specific ratios with other compounds, as sulphonic
acids (Koul et al. 2001) or HCl (Campos et al. 2000),
so enhancing their electrical-optical properties and
solubility in organic solvents. The dopants provide
extra charges in the chain of the polymer with the
formation of charged defects, such as spinless
bipolarons (Rella et al. 2000) or small regions of
positive charge in the polymer chain that provide
mobile holes for electron transport. 
The CP sensing characteristics are based in a
measurable change in the electrical conductivity
when CPs are exposed to volatile compounds. A
fixed voltage among the electrodes produces a
constant current that passes through the conducting
polymer. When gas flows on the sensor, the volatile
compounds adhere to its surface, and an adsorption-
desorption process occurs on the polymer layer
which alters the electron flow in the system and
hence the sensor conductivity. Therefore these
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changes in conductivity are based in the mobility of
charges along the conjugation of the pi-backbone of
the polymer. Counterions (stabilised ions that are put
inside the polymer by the manufacturer in order to
balance other charges inside the microstructure of
polymer layer) can produce some modifications such
as changes in morphology of polymer-dopant
complex, in the concentration of chemical defects
(polarons or bipolarons) or the oxidation state of the
polymer (Tan and Blackwood 2000) although the
operating mechanism is not yet well understood.
Spectral studies, as UV-VIS spectroscopy, FTIR
spectroscopy, and electron spin resonance
spectroscopy (ESR), are being carried out to know
more about the interactions occurring during the
sensing process (Tan and Blackwood 2000; Koul et
al. 2001). 
The sensor characteristics explain why they are
ones of the most used in sensor arrays. They are
easily fabricated, their power consumption is low,
and they are robust and can work at room
temperature. As it is said above, there are many types
of polymers, including a broad range of derivates,
and more types of polymers appear each year. The
nature of the dopants also modifies their initial
properties (Koul et al. 2001), and it means the
possibility of designing sensors tailored to specific
series of volatiles (e.g. ketons, aldehydes or
alcohols) or towards a particular application (e.g.
characterisation or authentication). The oxidation
state of the polymer can also be changed after
deposition to tailor the sensing characteristics
(Partridge et al. 1996). CPs are resilient to poisoning
by the compounds that inactivate the described
inorganic semiconductor sensors but surprisingly
their lifetime, only about 9-18 months, is shorter. 
The random nature of the deposition process is,
however, a problem for the production of
reproducible sensors, although the use of four
electrodes, instead of two, seems to improve the
results (Partridge et al. 1996). The sensors have also
other drawbacks as their too long response time
(20-40 s), in comparison with MOS (Mielle 1996),
and their inherent drift over time or with changes in
temperature. The main problem is, however, that they
are extremely sensitive to moisture. 
Because CPs are sensitive to many types of
volatiles, many applications are described in the
literature. They are sensitive to alcohols, acetone,
benzene and other polar volatile chemicals (Hatfield
et al. 1994). References show applications of CPs in
foodstuffs like beer and other alcoholic beverages
(Pearce et al. 1993; Slater et al. 1993), olive oil
(Aparicio et al. 2000), orange juices (Bazemore et al.
1998), fishes (Luzuriaga et al. 1999), milk (Magan et
al. 2001). Figure 3 shows the responses of polymer
sensors (AromaScan A20S) to virgin olive oils
characterised by different levels of oxidation.
Conducting polymers are often associated to
other transducer mechanisms as sensing materials.
This is the case of the optical sensors based on CPs,
since these polymers show spectral changes in the
UV-visible region when the doping/dedoping process
happens (Kondratowicz et al. 2001). Optical sensors
incorporating CPs sensitive to ammonia, humidity,
pH and acetic acid have been recently developed
(Kondratowicz et al. 2001; de Marcos et al. 2000).
Sensors based on field effect transistor (FET)
incorporating a CP as the gate material (Hatfield et
al. 2000) or quartz-crystal microbalance associated
to CP (Slater et al. 1992) are other examples. Finally,
CPs provide a surface to immobilise biological
elements like enzymes or antibodies, in order to
prepare biosensors. Recently, a dielectric monitoring
has been proposed to study the adsorption process
of biomolecules onto CPs, such as DNA onto
polypyrroles (Saoudi et al. 2000).
3.4. Acoustic sensors
Electroacoustic devices based on the
piezoelectrical properties of quartz material have
been successfully used to implement sensors since
1964 (King 1964). These sensors are based on the
propagation of acoustic waves produced by
piezoelectrical materials (e.g. quartz or LiNbO3 or
Si-SiO2-ZnO) in a multilayer structure (Lucklum and
Hauptmann 2000). Surface acoustic wave (SAW)
and bulk acoustic wave (BAW) are the most common
of those acoustic sensors. The operation mode of
these sensors is based on the physical changes
produced on their membranes made of chemically
interactive materials (CIM). The physical changes
that can be detected are related to the piezoelectric
materials used for the acoustic transduction, or the
mass density and (visco-)elastic properties of CIM.
The operation principles of SAW and BAW
sensors are very similar (D’Amico et al. 1997).
However, SAW-type sensor exploits the propagation
Figure 3
Mean of the raw response of conducting polymer sensors to
a pure virgin olive oil and samples spiked with different
percentages of a virgin olive oil rancid standard. 
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of radiofrequency (102-103MHz) oscillations (e.g.
Rayleigh waves) along a layer consisting at least of a
substrate covered by the CIM. The acoustic waves
are transmitted by the electrical field generated by
electrodes deposited at the surface of the solid. SAW
devices produce bi-dimensional waves travelling
through the surface of the crystal. Depending on the
geometry of the acoustic structure and on the
frequency scaling, SAW sensors can produce
different types of waves: Rayleigh waves, surface
transverse waves, Bleustein-Gulyaev waves, and
Lamb and Love waves. The choice of one of these
waves or the piezoelectric material (ZnO, AIN,
Bi12GeO20, α-SiO2, LiTaO3, LiNbO3) is influenced by
the characteristics of the membrane and by the
operation in gaseous or liquid environments. From
the sensing point of view, the presence of volatile
compounds produces the adsorption of molecules
on the sensor and hence changes on the properties
of the CIM that affect both the phase velocity and the
propagation loss of the acoustic wave. The resulting
is a frequency shift whose magnitude is related to the
amount of material adsorbed onto the layer sensor.
A BAW sensor is a piezoelectric resonator, often
made of quartz, with one or both surfaces covered
with a sensitive coating (membrane) of a few µm
(1µm-10nm) thickness (D’Amico et al. 1997), whose
chemical and physical (thermal) characteristics are
similar to the gas-chromatography stationary
phases. The structure is connected to an amplifier to
form an oscillator whose three-dimensional waves
travel through the crystal (Schaller et al. 1998) at a
frequency of 10-30MHz. In the presence of volatile
compounds there is a process of adsorption or
absorption of the chemical species that alter the
physical properties of the membrane and hence
affects the resonant frequency of the structure. The
changes are detected by measuring the shift in the
resonance frequency; the magnitude of the shift is
related to the mass of the compound although the
response can be no-linear due to viscoelastic
behaviour of the membrane. Because of the
response is proportional to the mass adsorbed, this
device (a quartz disk sandwiched between two
electrodes) is also called quartz crystal microbalance
(QMB or QCM) (Ferrari et al. 2000) and it was
already proposed as a promising sensor for gas
detection in 1964 (King 1964).
Other kinds of acoustic sensors are the flexural
plate wave (FPW) sensors and cantilever-based
sensors. FPW sensors are similar to SAW sensors
although they are coated with a membrane whose
thickness is much smaller than the acoustic
wavelength (Cai et al. 2000) and, in consequence,
the mechanical flexure occurs in the entire
membrane. Cantilever-based sensors, which derive
from the atomic force microscopy, consist of
free-standing cantilever beams coated with a sensor
layer that interacts with the analyte (Battiston et al.
2001). The cantilever-based sensor oscillates at a
fixed resonance frequency, and any change of the
mechanical properties is detected by measuring the
shift of the resonance frequency (dynamic mode) or
the static deflection (static mode). The mechanism of
sensing of microcantilever is similar to SAW and
BAW sensors. The molecules are absorbed in the
active layer, increasing the mass of the cantilever
(Porter et al. 2001). This change of mass loading
results in a change of the vibration frequency or
amplitude. Thus, the response of a cantilever is
characterized by its geometrical dimensions and the
vibration frequency among others (Battiston et al.
2001).
Acoustic sensors have various advantages over
other sensors, as high sensitivity and short response
time, low power consumption and size, and
robustness (Gutierrez et al. 2000). The sensitivity of
the acoustic sensor is related to the operating
frequency (SAW: 100MHz-1GHz; BAW: 10-30 MHz),
and it increases as the square of the fundamental
frequency does (Ballantine and Wohltjen 1989).
Furthermore, the frequency shift is directly
proportional to the sensing layer thickness for a
specific compound (Li and Ma 2000).
Disadvantages of acoustic sensors are the
temperature and humidity dependence, the difficulty
of replacing sensors, the poor reproducibility in the
deposition of the coating material (Mielle 1996) and
certain level of noise (overall in SAW) because of
their high frequency (Schaller et al. 1998). In the
case of QCM sensors, their main disadvantage is
that they need of a thin crystal to increase the
sensitivity that prevents their inclusion in multisensor
arrays (Ferrari et al. 2000).
The acoustic sensor applications can be divided
between physical and chemical applications
(Ballantine and Wohltjen 1989). Some physical
properties can be measured by acoustic sensors, as
temperature, pressure, electric field, displacement
and flow (Cai and Grimes 2000). The common
characteristic of these sensors is that they have
magnetoelastic thick-film as coating material. The
chemical applications require two kinds of sensors,
liquid-phase sensors and vapour-phase sensors,
according to the medium in which they operate
(Ballantine and Wohltjen 1989). The vapour-phase
acoustic sensors have been used to detect gases
and volatiles as NO2 (Müller et al. 2000), NH3
(Ballantine and Wohltjen 1989), xylene, toluene,
tetrachloroethylene (Dickert et al. 1999), H2, toxic
gases (McGill et al. 2000), organophosphorous
compounds (Zimmermann et al. 2001) and SO2 (Qin
et al. 2000). Acoustic sensors have also been used
to analyse the headspace of foodstuffs as olive oil
samples (Di Natale 2001). SAW sensors with a
sensitive material containing a high degree of
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hydroxyl groups is used to detect the humidity
because it produces changes in the polarity of the
coating material (Dickert et al. 1999). Humidity
sensors have been manufactured using polymer
sensitive to wet air, such as polyimid (Bernou et al.
2000). Although SAW sensors are no suitable to be
used in liquid-phase because of their propagation
loss inside the liquid interface (Tong and Zhang
1999), some authors have used them to measure the
flow of liquid samples (Nomura et al. 2001), or to
determine the liquid density and viscosity with a
Love-mode acoustic sensor (Herrmann et al. 1999).
Finally, SAW sensors are also used in scientific areas
as different as biochemistry, electrochemistry
(Ballantine and Wohltjen 1989) and immunosensing
(Freudenberg et al. 2001).
3.5. Biosensors
A biosensor consists of an immobilised biologic
molecule (enzymes, cellules or antibodies) next to a
transducer, which transforms chemical signal into an
electric signal or into other kind of output as optical,
acoustic and heat signal when an analyte reaches to
it. (Arroyo 1998). Arnold and Meyerhoff (Kress-
Rogers 1997) defined biosensors as “a self-
contained analytical device that responds selectively
and reversibly to the concentration or activity of
chemical species in biological samples”. Biosensors
then consist of a biological sensing element and a
transduction element.
The biological element (Griffiths and Hall 1993)
can be made of catalytic (enzymes, microorganisms
and tissues) or non-catalytic components
(antibodies, receptors and nucleic acids). The
characteristics of biological elements allow clustering
the biosensors in three great groups: metabolism
biosensors (enzymes, combinations of enzymes and
cofactors, and cells like algae and bacteria), affinity
biosensors (antibodies, “immunosensors”) and
recombinant biosensors (DNA probes).
The transduction element allows the
transformation of the chemical signal, obtained from a
biological process, into another kind of signal. According
to the kind of the transduced signal, biosensors can also
be grouped in electrochemical (amperometric,
potentiometric, conductimetric), optical, calorimetric
and acoustic biosensors (Griffiths and Hall 1993).
The biosensor sensing mechanisms depend on
the transduction technology. In the case of
electrochemical biosensors for example, the
transduction system is based on an electrochemical
nature process, and so the transduced signal is
electric. Most of the commercial biosensors are
electrochemical; amperometric biosensors being the
most widespread because the electrochemical
instrumentation is relatively simple and inexpensive.
The current flows at constant potential with respect
to a reference electrode in the amperometric
sensors, and the current generated by the oxidation
or reduction of electroactive species at the surface of
the working electrode is measured (Griffiths and Hall
1993). In amperometric biosensors, redox enzymes
(oxidoreductases) have a special importance, since
the transformation of the substrate takes place with a
transfer of electron between redox enzymes and
electrodes. These redox enzymes are oxidases,
peroxidases and dehydrogenases (Reviejo and
Pingarrón 2000). There are four main categories of
amperometric sensors (Palleschi and Cubadda
2001): Oxygen electrodes, hydrogen peroxide
electrodes, carbon-base mediated electrodes and
NADH electrochemical sensors.
The potentiometric biosensors measure the
changes of potential at constant current (usually
zero). Three kinds of transducer are used in the
potentiometric biosensors: ion selective electrodes
(ISEs), gas sensing electrodes, and field effect
transistors (FETs) (Griffiths and Hall 1993).
In the case of conductimetric biosensors changes
of conductivity between two electrodes are
measured. This kind of transduction technology is
not widely used due to low selectivity.
Nowadays, lots of studies have been done to
fabricate electron-transferring interfaces between
redox enzymes and electrodes in order to perform an
enhanced electrochemical biosensor (Shinohara et al.
2000). These mediators are able to replace oxygen as
an electron acceptor and to operate at a potential that
greatly reduces the effects of other electrochemically
active species (White and Turner 1997). Some of
these mediators are ferrocene and its derivatives,
cobaltphtalocyanine, tetrathiafulvalene, electropolymers
(Albareda-Sirvent 2000), and proteins (Shinohara et
al. 2000).
Optical biosensors are based on optical changes
while the biochemical reaction takes place. If a light
beam is propagated through a waveguide, then the
internally reflected light generates an
electromagnetic “evanescent wave” that can be used
to excite fluorescent molecules at the surface of the
waveguide. The “evanescent wave” can couple with
the electron plasma of a metal when the waveguide
is coated with a metal thin layer. It causes the
electrons to oscillate and thus generating a surface
plasmon wave (Griffiths and Hall 1993) that is
characterised by high sensitivity and specificity. The
surface plasmon is an electromagnetic wave
associated with the longitudinal oscillation of the free
electron gas on the interface of the metal and the
dielectric (Caide and Sui 2000). Recently, surface
plasmon resonance interferometry (SPRI) has been
established as a novel method (Nikitin et al. 2000)
that gains in sensitivity and resolution for the
detection of a multiplicity of analytes.
Finally, there are calorimetric and acoustic
biosensors. The calorimetric biosensors are based
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on the fact that almost all biochemical reactions are
exothermic. Their commercial success is very limited
to the date, thermopiles and enzyme thermistors
being the most used. The acoustic biosensors
measure changes in the acoustic properties of the
sensors. There are two types: surface acoustic wave
or bulk wave (Griffiths and Hall 1993).
The principal advantage of enzyme biosensors is
related with their high specificity (stereoselectivity
and regiospecificity) and catalytic activity. However,
they have the disadvantages of low stability and
possibility of being reusable (Arroyo 1998). These
inconveniences can be partially avoided by the
immobilisation of the enzymes, which consists of
fixing enzymes onto a surface by physical or
chemical methods in order to obtain an insoluble
by-product with catalytic activity. The immobilisation
provides advantageous effects over enzymes such
as an activity increment, high reusability and
feasibility of handling and control. But the enzyme
biosensors also have inherent disadvantages such as
heterogeneity of the system, high cost, and changes in
the conformation of the enzymes (Arroyo 1998). The
conventional methods of the enzyme immobilisation
include covalent binding, encapsulation in a polymer
or cross-linking to a suitable supporting matrix (Lillis
et al. 2000). Table III shows different methods to
immobilise the enzymes.
The applications of biosensors spread over a lot
of fields like clinical, agriculture, military, industrial
and food areas although their commercial set up is
being carried out slowly. In medicine, biosensors are
used in the assessment of drug or biomolecule
concentrations in blood, serum or other corporal fluid
in-vivo or in-vitro measurements, and data are used
in diagnostic or on-line monitoring (Liu and Li 2000).
The agricultural applications of biosensors are
focused on the detection of viral, bacteria and fungal
infections, the use of fertilizers and pesticides
(Griffiths and Hall 1993), and volatiles released by
damaged plants in glasshouses (Schütz et al. 2000).
In military defence, biosensors could be used to
detect nerve gases and other products used in
chemical warfare (Griffiths and Hall 1993).
Biosensors are applied to the control processes in
pharmaceutical, chemical and petroleum industries,
mining and construction (Griffiths and Hall 1993).
The environmental control of toxic compounds and
pollutant gases (Köhler et al. 2000) and wastewater
toxicity (Liao et al. 2001) can also be done by
biosensors. Finally, biosensors have been also used
in Food Technology to monitor the quality control of
raw materials and on-line or off-line manufacturing
processes. Thus, glucose and sucrose biosensors
have been used to control the process of alcohol
fermentation (Ferreira et al. 2001), and to detect
enterotoxins (Tempelman et al. 1996) and bacteria
(Su et al. 2001) in many foodstuffs. Recently, a
biosensor based on catalase enzyme has been
developed for hydroperoxide determination in extra
virgin olive oil samples (Campanella et al. 2001).
4. THE ELECTRONIC NOSE
Recently, sensors with sensitivity to a wide range
of volatiles compounds have been integrated in a
system called electronic nose. The name of
‘electronic nose’ is due to the similarities between
this instrument and the physiological system.
Gardner and Bartlett (1994) defined electronic nose
as an instrument, which comprises an array of
electronic chemical sensors with partial specificity
and an appropriate pattern-recognition system,
capable of recognising simple or complex odours.
Using this definition it can be though that electronic
noses are composed of parts such as arrays of
non-specific solid state gas sensor, a variety of
transducers, data collectors and data analysis tools,
all oriented to the classification and quantification of
chemical clusters of volatile compounds, including, in
particular, odours (D’Amico et al. 2000). Nevertheless,
the term “electronic nose” is being incorrectly used to
Table III
Methods for immobilising the enzymes of biosensors






Immobilisation in matrices like gels, polymers or pastes.
The enzymes are enclosed within semipermeable
polymer membranes.
van der Waals attraction forces between an enzyme
and a solid support surface.
Enzymes and carriers are bound by covalent bond.
Formation of three-dimensional linkings between
the biological material and bi- or
multifunctional reagents.
Ortega et al. 1998
Ramos et al. 2001
Lüth et al.  2000
Senillou et al.  1999
Dzyadevych et al.  2001
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name different systems, as mass-spectra based
system. Other authors use “sensor array technology”
(Mielle 2000), “electronic olfactometry” (García et al.
2001), “active odour sensing system” (Nakamoto et al.
2001) and “artificial olfaction system” (Di Natale et al.
2000), between other synonyms, to refer to a gas
sensor system.
When an analysis is carried out with an electronic
nose, the issues that should be taken into account
are: the sampling method, the sensor array and the
sensor cleaning. The first of them is the sampling
method. Previously, the sample is put in a sample
chamber at a controlled temperature. In the odour
analysis, the headspace is analysed rather than the
sample itself. There are two methods for sampling
the headspace of the material to be analysed: static
headspace analysis and dynamic headspace
analysis. Static headspace consists of analysing an
aliquot from the vapour phase, in equilibrium with the
sample, in a sealed vial subjected to a determined
temperature over certain time. The so-called
headspace generation time allows a generation of
volatile compounds until a constant concentration of
them in the headspace. The volatile compounds are
transferred into the sensor chamber once the
equilibrium between vapour and liquid/solid phase is
reached.
Dynamic headspace, on the contrary, consists of
sweeping the volatile compounds of the sample,
subjected to a determined temperature, with an inert
gas at a controlled flow and passing them through
the sensor chamber. In liquid samples, stirring the
sample or bubbling an inert gas through the sample
usually increases the generation of volatile
compounds.
Many variables affect the sampling method, such
as the temperature, the surface area of the sample,
and the volume of the headspace (Hodgins 1997).
Furthermore, the concentration of a volatile
compound in the liquid/solid sample and its partial
pressure are decisive in the concentration of the
same volatile compound in the vapour phase (Mielle
1996). Schaak et al. (1999) carried out a study of the
correlation between metal-oxide sensor response
and the vapour pressure of pure chemical
compounds. Other variables are the humidity and
temperature of the carrier gas used in the sampling
process. Both factors affect the sensor signal, so that
they must be precisely controlled. On the other hand,
the material of vessels and tubes should be inert as
glass, stainless steel, and PTFE (Hodgins 1997).
After the sampling method, the volatile
compounds are located in the sensor chamber
where the sensor array is placed. The sensor array
can be constituted by cold, hot sensors or both kinds
of sensors (Lucas et al. 1998). Sensors usually have
a poor selectivity, for instance metal oxide gas
sensors (Mielle 1996). The aim of combining sensors
with a slight change in selectivity is to provide an
overall pattern or “fingerprint” as a single response,
which is characteristic of the odour. The power of
discrimination of a sensing system increases with the
number of sensors in the sensor array (Shurmer and
Gardner 1992), since each sensor provides information
about a broad profile of compounds. However, a large
number of sensors can provide useless redundant
information and noise. Furthermore, data from an
array composed by sensors with different chemical
principles are more effective than those provided by
sensors with the same principle (Stetter et al. 2000).
The interaction between the volatile compounds
and the sensitive sensor surface provides
physical/chemical changes in the sensor. These
changes result in an electrical measurable signal that
is recorded along the measuring time. The typical
response of sensors (e.g., MOS and CP sensors)
(Figure 4) consists of an initial slope related to an
adsorption process of volatiles onto the sensor
surface. After a while, a dynamic equilibrium is
reached and the volatiles are adsorbed and
desorbed at the same speed (Schaller et al. 1998).
At this stage, the sensor signal is constant. Finally,
the volatile desorption occurs and the sensor signal
shows a negative slight slope; the sensor tends to
recover its initial value.
After the measuring time, the sensors must be
cleaned to get the baseline again and avoid the
cross-contamination between samples. The cleaning
method depends on the kind of sensor. In the case of
conducting polymers a clean air, previously passed
over a 2% water/butanol solution, can be blown over
the sensor array (Aparicio et al. 2000). In metal-oxide
sensors clean carrier gas is blown continually over
the sensor during the non-measuring time (González
Martín et al. 1999; Bazzo et al. 1999), since a
dynamic cleaning provides a faster recovery of the
baseline (Bazzo et al. 1999).
Figure 4
Typical response of a MOS sensor (Alpha MOS 4000).
Previously, data were preprocessed using the fractional
difference equation.
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The sensor responses depend on many variables
(Gardner and Bartlett 1994): the flow of the carrier
gas, the nature of the odour, interaction kinetics, the
sensing material (nature and substrate), the odour
diffusion within the sensing material, and the ambient
conditions (temperature, humidity, pressure, etc).
During the analysis, the odour sensing system
should have an electronic control of sensor
temperature, valves, sample temperature, frequency
of the acoustic sensors, etc. Furthermore, data from
sensor responses must be digitised and acquired in
a PC. After the analysis, data are pre-processed and
included in a multivariate data analysis.
Although electronic noses are useful for rapid
on-line screening, many inconveniences need to be
overcome before. The main limitations of an e-nose
are related to drift, noise, repeatability, environmental
influence (sensitivity to temperature and humidity),
poisoning and non-linearity in sensor response
(Craven et al. 1996). Many studies are being carried
out to enhance the performance of the electronic
nose. The improvements of the electronic nose can
be focused on the sampling system, new sensing
materials and transducers combining different sensors,
and multivariate statistical procedures (Stetter et al.
2000; Göpel 2000; Craven et al. 1996). Recently, the
electronic nose has been coupled with other
techniques. The coupling of gas chromatography (GC)
with a sensor system has been proposed (Kohl et al.
2000; Masila et al. 1999). This coupling shows an
improvement in reproducibility. Sensor arrays have also
been coupled with a thermal desorption unit, with a
tenax trap (Muenchmeyer et al. 2000) or with
solid-phase microextraction (SPME) technique
(Guadarrama et al. 2001).
The commercial electronic noses have allowed
the development of new applications of this kind of
system. There are many applications related to toxic
gases, environment and medicine. However, the
main applications are found in food industry. The
applications in foodstuff include quality assessment
(Sinesio et al. 2000), control of manufacturing
process (Zondervan et al. 1999), checking the aroma
changes during the storage (Luzuriaga and Balaban
1999), and study of packaging materials (Werlein
2001). Table IV summarises applications of the
electronic nose in Food Science.
5. THE ELECTRONIC TONGUE
Recently, the same concept of artificial sense
applied to electronic nose has been applied to the
sense of taste. So, new taste sensors have been
developed to be integrated in an ‘electronic tongue’.
D’Amico et al. (2000) defined electronic tongues as
instruments that include arrays of non-specific solid
state ion sensors, transducers even of different types,
data collectors and data analysis tools, all oriented to
the classification of liquid samples and the
quantification of chemical species presented into them.
The scheme of the system is very similar to that
of the electronic nose, except the conditioning of the
sample and the measurement (D’Amico et al. 2000).
Moreover, the transducer mechanisms of the taste
sensors are different. Winquist et al. (1999) used an
electronic tongue based on pulsed voltammetry.
These authors used metallic sensors that are
affected by an onset of a voltage pulse. Authors
measured the current transients and obtained a
voltammogram based on large amplitude pulsed
voltammetry (LAPV). On the other hand, Toko (2000)
manufactured taste sensors that consisted of
polymer/lipid membranes and Ag/AgCl electrodes
that produce electrical signals in response to taste
substances.
Many applications of the electronic tongue have
been suggested. Electronic tongue has been applied
in tea (Ivarsson et al. 2001), soy sauce (Iiyama et al.
2000), wine and mineral water (Legin et al. 2000)
between others. Besides, the combination of
electronic nose and electronic tongue data provides
an improvement in the classification rate (Winquist et
al. 1999; Rong et al. 2000).
6. DATA ANALYSIS
The quantity and complexity of the data collected
by an electronic nose do not allow the use of
conventional data analysis. The electronic nose
produces a tri-dimensional (n, k, t) output matrix,
Table IV















Shurmer and Gardner, 1992; Wilson
et al. 2000; Pearce et al. 1993
Guadarrama et al. 2001; Di Natale et al. 2000
Braggins et al. 1999; Vernat-Rossi 1996
Luzuriaga and Balaban 1999
Winquist et al. 1990; Bazemore et al. 1997;
Hines et al. 1999; Sinesio et al. 2000
Aishima, 1991; Singh et al. 1996; Gardner 
et al. 1992; Pardo et al. 2000b
Lucas et al. 1998
Aparicio et al. 2000; Stella et al. 2000;
Pardo et al. 2000a
Carrapiso et al. 2001; Muhl et al. 2000
Magan et al. 2001; Zondervan et al. 1999
Philip et al. 2000; Schnürer et al. 1999
Werlein 2001
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where “n” is the number of samples, “k” is the number
of sensors and “t” is the number of points supplied by
each sensor. Such an amount of information requires
a data pre-processing step to remove redundant and
irrelevant information but retaining the original
information as much as possible.
6.1. Pre-processing data analysis
Gutiérrez-Osuna and Nagle (1999) suggest three
steps for the data pre-processing: baseline
manipulation, compression of data and normalization,
although the order of these operations is variable. The
baseline manipulation is a transformation based on the
initial value of the sensors; Table V shows the most
common transformations.
Data compression is necessary to obtain a matrix
with a reasonable size; for example, a typical
electronic nose (18 sensors, a sampling frequency of
0.5s and sampling time of 600s) will produce 21600
data per sample. Data compression consists in
selecting the regions of the sensor response with the
most differential properties without removing the
essential information. There are many algorithms for
extracting the information from the time dependant
sensor response. Hermle et al. (1999) have
Table V









X= (R- R0)/R0 or X= (R0- R)/R0
X=log (R-R0)
Table VI
The most applied algorithms to the data compression
Model Description/equation
Steady-state or maximum 1,2,3,4 Y = R(tmax), maximum response
Transient integral 1,4 Y = ΣR(t)∆t
Windowed Time Slicing1 W = ΣR(t)∆tK(t)∆t ; K(t) = 1/(1+((t-c)/a)2b)
Window averaging 5 The average of the neighbour 100 data.
Response Time5 A datum per time step.
Maximum derivation 2,3,4 Y = Max (R’(t))
Time for the signal to reach its maximum 2 Y = Max{t / R(t)=Max}
Time for the signal to reach 75% of the full response 6 Y = Max{t / R(t)=0.75Max}
Area below the signal 2 Y = Sum(R-R0)
1Gutiérrez-Osuna and Nagle 1999; 2 Hermle et al. 1999; 3 Pardo et al. 2000a; 4 Paulsson et al. 2000; 5 Wilson et al. 2000; 6 Brown et al.
2000;.
Table VII
Methods for the data normalization
Method Description
Vector normalization a ,b, c Y = R/(ΣR2)1/2
Vector auto-scaling a, c Y = (R- R )/δR; mean (R ) & standard deviation (δR) per sample.
Dimension auto-scaling a, c Y = (R- R )/δR; mean (R ) & standard deviation (δR) per dimension.
Sensor normalization c Y = (R-Rmin)/(Rmax-Rmin)
Maximum normalization d Y = R/Max(R)
Sum normalization d Y = R/ΣR
a
 Gutierrez-Osuna and Nagle, 1999; b Romain et al. 2000; c Gardner et al. 1998; d Amine et al. 1999.
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Figure 5
Scheme of the process to analyse the information of a sensor array.
evaluated 22 methods to reduce the number of data
that are grouped into three classes: methods that
consider the extremes values, methods that
consider the transient behaviour, and methods that
consider the shape of the signal.Table VI summarises
the models used by various authors although many
commercial electronic noses use only a single data
per sensor such as the steady state or its
maximum.
Data normalization is the third step. The scaling
(also so-called standardization) is able to readjust
the values of the sensor responses to an equal
basis, avoiding that some variables weight more
than others in the results. For instance, the vector
auto- scaling normalization or the sample wise
normalization normalizes the dimensions of each
sample to mean zero, and standard deviation 1.
Normalization methods are able to avoid
experimental variation, and to reduce the
computational errors when a pattern recognition
technique is applied (Gardner and Bartlett 1994).
Table VII shows some normalization methods.
Data pre-processing techniques can be
evaluated by setting a score based on the prediction
of the classification of a training set of samples.
Combinations of feature extractions can be used,
but only the best parameters should be selected.
This selection can be performed using principal
components analysis (Pardo et al. 2000b; Wilson et
al. 2000; Amine et al. 1999), linear discriminant
analysis (Gutierrez-Osuna and Nagle 1999) or
neural network (Gardner et al. 1998) for evaluating
the results. Thus, Wilson et al. (2000) found
differences in the discrimination studies applying the
fractional difference method (baseline) and raw data
as input versus different time steps, but they did not
found significant differences between the temporal
filtering methods. We have however found that the
fractional difference method (baseline) and the
window averaging (data compression) are the best
for clustering and classification applications.
6.2. Multivariate data analysis
Multivariate statistical procedures can be applied
to pre-processed and normalized sensor responses,
since it is able to perform simultaneous analyses of
numerous variables. These procedures can be
clustered into descriptive and explanatory analysis,
although chemometricians prefer the terms non-
supervised and supervised (Aparicio 2000). The
non-supervised procedures are characterized by
non-having previous hypothesis classifying the
samples while the supervised procedures have the
objective of checking a previous hypothesis. The
procedures can also be classified as parametric and
nonparametric, or linear and non-linear.The first group
concerns to the probability distribution of variables, and
the non-parametric procedures are suggested when
the sample sizes are small (Statistica 2000). The
non-linear relation between the response matrix and
the compound concentration makes the non-linear
procedures attractive for sensor analyses.
The most applied multivariate procedures are
cluster analysis, factorial analysis, multidimensional
scaling, discriminant analysis, regression analysis
and artificial neural networks. Figure 5 shows an
analysis with a sensor array using multivariate
statistical analysis.
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6.2.1. Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis is a generic name used to call
the methods designed to understand the information
of data matrices, to describe the similarities and
dissimilarities between objects, and to single out
categories grouping similar objects. The different
types of cluster analysis are: K-means clustering,
block clustering and tree clustering (Aparicio 2000).
Aishima (1991) used the cluster analysis to classify
four types of coffee while Pearce et al. (1993) used it
to distinguish two kinds of lagers. Cluster analysis
has also been used to study the similarities between
sensors in order to select the sensors with the
highest sensitivity from each batch of sensors and so
avoiding redundancy (Chaudry et al. 2000; Penza et
al. 2000).
6.2.2. Factorial Analysis
This kind of analysis consists in obtaining
unobservable factors from the data matrix in order to
get a smaller matrix but retaining most of the original
information (percentage of the variance explained).
Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the
most known factorial analysis. It is easy to interpret
and it is not necessary to invert the matrix when
carrying out this analysis. PCA has been used
(Capone et al. 2000) to remove the variable
redundancy, to detect the outliers (Amine et al.
1999), and as pre-treatment of data previously to use
neural network (Pardo et al. 2000a).
6.2.3. Discriminant Analysis
This supervised procedure allows classifying
samples into pre-established groups. The procedure
selects the independent variables (sensor
responses) that better classify the samples.
Stepwise linear discriminant analysis (SLDA) or
discriminant function analysis (DFA) are the most
used. Thus, DFA has been applied by Gardner et al.
(1992) to classify coffee aromas while Aparicio et al.
(2000) applied SLDA to classify olive oil samples by
the data obtained with conducting polymers.
6.2.4. Regression analysis
Multiple regression is one of the most applied
regression methods. The general purpose of the
multiple regression is to study the relationship
between several independent or predictor variable
(e.g., pre-processed sensor data) and a dependent
or criterion variable (e.g., the known concentrations
of a chemical compound or the scores of a foodstuff
obtained by a panel test). The redundancy, the
multicollinearity and the assumption of linearity of the
sensor responses are the main problems of the
regression models, and they should be taken into
account before applying regression procedures. The
non-linear property of sensors, for example, is due to
the saturation during the adsorption process, the
inhibition or competition between gas species, and
the hysteresis or ageing of the sensors (Kato et al.
2000).
Partial Least squares (PLS), Multiple linear
regression (MLR), principal component regression
(PCR) and ridge regression (RR) are among the
most used regression procedures. Edible oils have
been analysed by PLS and MLR (Amine et al. 1999),
PLS showing the best results. PCR and RR have
also been applied to correlate the sensor responses
to the percentages of rancidity in virgin olive oils
(Aparicio et al. 2000). 
6.3. Artificial neural networks 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been used
to analyse high complex and non-linear data with
satisfactory results. ANNs are useful analytical
methods with advantageous properties as adaptability
(learning, self-organisation, generalisation and
training) and noise tolerance (Gardner et al. 1990)
that make them appropriate for e-nose applications.
Furthermore, ANNs have the ability to handle
non-linear data and to compensate for the drift of the
sensor array (Lazzerini and Maggiore 1998). ANNs
have, however, some disadvantages as the
subjectivity on the choice of the way in which the
inputs are pre-processed and the difficulty in
selecting an optimum architecture and training
procedure (Singh et al. 1996). Another drawback is
that it is difficult to gain insight into the knowledge
that ANN analysis holds. Besides, the parameters at
the beginning of the analysis are usually set to
random initial values, since no physical meaning can
be associated with them (Lazzerini and Maggiore
1998) with the negative consequence of an
unpredictable training time to achieve the optimal
result. Thus, previous mathematical analyses can
help to get a good knowledge of the data. In fact,
principal components of a PCA can be used as
inputs of the neural network model. On the other
Table VIII
Applications of artificial neural networks
ANN method References
Multilayer perceptron (MLP)
Radial basis function (RBF)
Probabilistic neural networks (PNN)
Backpropagation neural networks
Feed-forward networks 
Self organizing map (SOM)
Pardo et al. 2000c; Gardner et al. 1998;
Wilson et al. 2000
Evans et al. 2000; Wilson et al. 2000 
McGill et al. 2000
Magan et al. 2001; Haugen et al. 1997;
Romain et al. 1997; Tao and Seals 1993;
Dickert et al. 1999; Zondervan et al. 1999
Paulsson et al. 2000; Reibel et al. 2000; 
Qin and Wu 2001; Schweizer-Berberich et al. 2000
Ortega et al. 2000; Sinesio et al. 2000
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hand, ANN needs, like the human brain, a previous
training stage with a known data set in order to
reduce the error of the model. The training process
allows determining the accuracy of the model, but a
re-training process should be applied periodically
when a change is done in the system, such as the
replacement of the set of sensors (Hodings 1997).
Some neural network applications in electronic nose
and sensor array are showed in Table VIII.
The prediction and discrimination of odours can
also be done with exact mathematical procedures,
but always there is inexactness as part of the original
model, which escapes of the mathematical model.
Thus, fuzzy logic has been integrated in neural
network models in order to join the advantages of
both methods. Singh et al. (1996) carried out a
comparative study of fuzzy neural networks and
back-propagation neural networks, the former
showing the best performance. Fuzzy logic can be
introduced in neural networks by different ways, so
there are many kinds of fuzzy neural networks
(FNNs). For instance, data can be fuzzified and be
used as inputs in ANN. Other authors have applied a
linguistic fuzzy model to classify signals produced by
a sensor array (Lazzerini and Maggiore 1998). Hong
(1999) also applied fuzzy logic to compensate the
non-linear bias drift of sensors.
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